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Summary. We give an example that shows that for strongly mixing se- 
quences of random variables with values in infinite-dimensional spaces no 
analogue to an approximation theorem of Berkes and Philipp holds. 

1. Introduction 

Let {Xk, k > l }  be a sequence of random variables with values in the Polish 
space B. Let 9Jtb~ denote the o--field generated by the random variables 
X~, X~+ 1, ..,, Xb" 

The sequence {Xk, k> 1} is called 
i) strong mixing, if for some sequence a(n)$0 we have 

[P(A~B)-P(A) P(B)] <~(n) for all AegJlkl, BeO~k+ . and all k, n>  1 (1) 

ii) absolutely regular, if for some sequence fi(n)$O we have 

E( sup ]P(A]gJ~])-P(A)I)<fi(n) for all k ,n>l  (2) 
AEgiS+ n 

iii) (p-mixing or uniformly mixing, if for some sequence ~o(n)$O we have 

]P(A c~B)-P(A) P(B)] <go(n) P(A) for all AzgJ~], BzgJtk~ , 

and all k, n >__ 1. (3) 

It is well known that every (p-mixing sequence is absolutely regular and that 
every absolutely regular sequence is strong mixing. On the other hand there 
are examples of strongly mixing sequences that are not absolutely regular and 
of absolutely regular sequences that are not (p-mixing. One can construct these 
examples by using theorems of Ibragimov and Rozanov (1978) that character- 
ize Gaussian sequences satisfying (1)-(3). 
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In a recent paper Berkes and Philipp (1979) proved some approximation 
theorems for sequences satisfying one of these conditions (1)-(3). Roughly 
speaking they could show that the sequence {Xk, k>  1} can be approximated 
by a sequence of independent random variables {Yk, k >  1}, such that d(Xk, Yk) 
converges to zero in probability if {Xk} is (p-mixing or if {Xk} is strong mixing 
and the space B is a finite-dimensional Euclidean space. As was already 
mentioned in Dehling and Philipp (1982) one can easily show that this approx- 
imation theorem also holds for absolutely regular sequences with values in 
general Polish spaces. Now of course the question arises, whether the approxi- 
mation theorem also holds for strongly mixing sequences with values in an 
infinite-dimensional space. It is the goal of this note to show that this is 
impossible. In fact we shall construct examples of strongly mixing sequences of 
(2-valued random variables Xk, which cannot be approximated by independent 
random variables Yk in such a way that X k-Yk converges to zero in probabili- 
ty. 

2. The Example 

Let us first introduce some more notation. 
If (f~, N, P) is a probability space and 5, (5 are sub-a-fields of 9I, then we 

define the following distances of ~ and (5 

a(~, (5) = sup [P(Fc~ G)-P(F) P(G)I 

fl(~, (5) = E(sup IP(GI i~) - P(G)I). 
Geqi 

With this notation, of course, a sequence of random variables {Xj , j> I}  is 
strongly mixing (absolutely regular) iff 

sup cdO28k, 1,  ~"k+,,m~176 ~ " ~  ~ , 0 (sup fi(gX], 9Xk+,) "~ ~ 0). 
k > l  k > l  

For our purposes here we need another representation of fl(~, (5). We 
define two probability measures P1 and P2 on ((2, ~)| (5) by PI(F x G) =P(F 
c~ G) and Pa(F x G)=P(F)P(G) for F ~  and G~(5. Put 

fl'(~, (5)= sup IP~(A)-Pz(A)I. 
Ae~| 

Lemma 1 (Volkonskii and Rozanov, 1959). 

y-ft. 

As we mentioned in the introduction, there exists a stochastic process 
{Zj , j>I} ,  which is strongly mixing, but not absolutely regular. Hence if we 
define 9Xba as before, we get: 

k co sup ~(gJtl ,gX k +,) ---* 0 as n---* oo 
k (4) 

k co +.~ sup fl (9J~1,9Xk+,) 0 as n-* oo. 
k 
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Let (%) be any sequence of positive real numbers. Then by (4) there exists a 
constant C > 0 and a sequence of a-fields ~k, ffik, such that 

~(~, (5~)=<~, 
/~'(~, %)>__ c. 

Hence there exists for each k a set Ck~k| such that 

P~( Ck) - P~( Ck) > C. 

A measure-theoretic argument shows that we can approximate C k by a disjoint 

union 0 F i x  G~ where {F~ k, i=>l}, {Gf, j>= 1} are disjoint partitions of Q into 
( i , j )eI  

sets from ~k resp. (5 k and I ~ N x N such that 

E P(F~ k x G~)-P(F[) P(G~)> C/2. (5) 
(i,j)~I 

Now we define ~k resp. (Sk-measurable random variables U k and V k with 
values in {,2 as follows: 

Uk=Ee,IF~ ~=Eef l~  
i j 

where e~=(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ...) is the i-th standard basis vector in (2. 
Recall that the Prohorov distance 7c between two probability measures /~ 

and ,~ on a metric space (S, d) is defined as ~c(/~; 2)=inf{a>0:  #(A) < (W) + e, for 
all Borel sets A}. Here A~={y~S: d(x,y)<e, xeA}. For a random variable X 
let Px denote the probability measure induced by X. 

We investigate now the Prohorov-distance ~z of the two measures P(v~,vk) 
and Pv~ x Pv~ on {,z x {,2, where {,2 x {,2 is equipped with the maximum-norm. 

Lemma 2. ~z(P(v~,v~); Pv~ x Pvk) >_ C/2. 

Proof L e t A =  {(el, @l(i,j)eI}. Then 

P(v,,vk)(A)=P( @ F[c~G~)= • P(F~kc~G~) 
( i , j )eI  (i , j)~I 

and 
Pvk x Pvk(A)= ~ P(F~ k) P(G~). 

( i , j )eI  

Since the (% ej)'s have mutually the distance 1 we know that A c/2 does not 
contain more mass than A under Pv~ x Pv~ or P(v~,v~)- Hence by (5) P(vk, v~)(A) 
>= Pv~ x Pv~ (A c/2) + C/2, which proves Lemma 2. 

Now define (~, 9~, P )=  ~) (O, 92, P). On (O, ~,  P) we can define the follow- 
k = l  

ing sequence {X3,j > 1} of {,2-valued random variables: 

X.=~Uk if j = 2 k - 1  
J (V  k ~if j=2k.  
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Thus the pairs (X2k_t,X2k) form a sequence of independent ~2x~2 valued 
random variables. In order to compute the strong mixing coefficients of 
{Xk, k> 1} we need the following lemma, which is easily proved. 

Lemma 3. Let q@, (9 be two a-algebras and let 7~ be independent of ~ v (9. Then 
~(~, (9 v ~) < ~(~, (5). 

By applying Lemma 3 twice we can show that if ~ is a 4 th a-field inde- 
pendent of 5, (9, ~, then 

~(~ v 9,  (9 v r < ~(N, (9). 

Let 991b, as always be the a-field generated by Xa,. . . ,  X b. Then we get 

9 j /~<f0 ,  if k = Z j - 1  
�9 k,=(c~(~j, (g j) if k = 2 j  

~k" 

Now assume the sequence {X; , j> I}  could be approximated by a sequence 
{ Yj,j> 1} of independent random variables with L(Xj)=L(Yj), such that X j - Y j  
converges to zero in probability. Then there exists a sequence of nonnegative 
real numbers (T j) converging to zero such that 

P{ IPxj- ~11 > ~j} < ~. 

Hence P{d((X2j_ 1, X2j); (Y2j- 1, Y2j)) > 72j_ 1 + 72j} < 7z j -  1 + 72j. But this con- 
tradicts Lemma 2 since by construction we have: 

(Xej 1,X2j) has distribution P(vj, vj) 
and 

(Y2i- 1, Y2j) has distribution Pvj x Pv; 
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